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Abstract 

Distributed Denial of service (DDoS) attack is causing most serious threats to the Internet services. DDoS attack is a system 
anomaly or misuse from which abnormal behavior is imposed on network traffic. We need to address two major requirements 
such as to quickly and accurately locate the potential attackers and to filter attack packets so that a host can resume the normal 
service to legitimate clients for effective trace back. In order to model and detect such DDoS error then we need to observe the 
network traffic continuously. Network traffic characterization with behavior modeling could be a good indication of attack 
detection which can be performed via abnormal behavior identification. Moreover, it is hard to distinguish the difference of an 
unusual high volume of traffic which is caused by the attack or occurs when a huge number of users occasionally access the 
target machine at the same time. The proposed distributed traceback methodology can also complement and leverage on the 
existing ICMP traceback so that a more efficient and accurate traceback can be obtained. We carry out simulations to illustrate 
that the proposed methodology can locate the attackers in a short period of time. 

 In this paper we study an efficient and effective methodology to determine how 
much extend the internet and their users are getting disturbed. We also study the snapshot algorithm which helps to observe the 
network traffic and identify the system causing vulnerabilities.  
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1. Introduction 

The emergence of the Internet as a most efficient form of communication has led to the enormous deployment 
of e-business and information resource distribution services. However, the success of the Internet also attracts 
malicious attackers to abuse system resources and exposes the inherent security problems. Distributed denial-of-
service (DDoS) attack is one of the most pressing problems on the Internet. In recent years, well-known commercial 
sites such as Yahoo, Amazon and eBay were being attacked and were out of service for many hours due to the 
DDoS attack on February 2000. Since then, DDoS attacks have increased in size, frequency, sophistication and 
severity. Two basic requirements to counter DDoS attack are trace- back property and filtering property. Traceback 
property refers to the capability to determine the possible locations of the attackers. Filtering property refers to the 
capability to eliminate the attacking traffic from the victim site so that regular services can be maintained. If the 
attackers are using non-spoofed packets in their attacks, there is no traceback problem because the source addresses 
in the packets are valid and can be traced easily. However, the attackers often use fake or spoofed IP source 
addresses in their attack packets. Real attacks, like the TCP SYN attack, are using spoofed packets in order to bring 
about the desired damage. Also, compromised machines are precious resources for the hackers, and hackers like to 
protect these resources so others will not discover that these hosts are compromised. Therefore, IP spoofing is often 
used. Moreover, because of the stateless nature of the Internet, it is a difficult task to determine or to trace the source 
of these attackers’ packets and thereby locate the potential locations of these attackers. 

  
Self-propagating malicious codes known as computer worms spread themselves without any human 

interaction and launch the most destructive attacks against computer networks like launching massive Distributed 
Denial-of-Service(DDoS) attacks that disrupt the Internet utilities, access confidential information that can be 
misused through large-scale traffic sniffing, key logging etc., They  destroy data that has a high monetary value , and 
distribute large-scale unsolicited advertisement emails (as spam) or software (as malware). These worms include 
Camouflaging worm (C-Worm in short), Code-Red worm, Slammer worm, Witty/Sasser worms and Morris Worm. 
In order to measure and collect the traffic intensities from the routers that are participating in the DDoS attack 
traceback mechanism, we propose a novel approach by applying the snapshot algorithm suggested. The snapshot 
approach provides means to coordinate all the participating routers in the traffic measurement and the data collecting 
procedures. It also provides a way to measure the traffic intensity correctly. The advantages of our approach are (i) 
easy to implement without a large modification of the routers and (ii) fast; the approach requires only a few seconds 
in measuring the traffic intensities of the router. 

 
 

2. Problem Identification 

In this section, we first present the overview of our approach, and then we present a network model and some 
of its important components. We define three important concepts namely the transit traffic, the local traffic and the 
outgoing traffic of a participating router. We also illustrate why one needs a distributed algorithm to correctly 
perform the traceback under a DDoS attack. 

 
One way to eliminate the detrimental effect of the flood-based DDoS attack is to trace the location of the 

attacker and to filter out all the malicious packets leaving that host. Since the attacker is sending a huge amount of 
packets compared with those of the normal users, one can easily notice the large portion of traffic from the attacker 
on the victim side through a traffic intensity measuring mechanism. However, this approach is infeasible since the 
attackers are usually spoofing the source address of the malicious packets. One can hardly measure the traffic 
intensity of a particular host based on the source addresses of the outgoing packets. Alternatively, we suggest 
measuring the intensity of the outgoing traffic towards the victim on the routers. Certainly, this scheme neither 
measures the traffic intensity of an individual user nor traceback to a particular attacker. Nevertheless, it aims to 
identify a number of routers which have high volume of outgoing traffic towards the victim site. This indicates that 
the origins of the attack are from the domains of those routers. In order to measure and collect the traffic intensities 
from the routers that are participating in the DDoS attack traceback mechanism, we propose a novel approach by 
applying the snapshot algorithm suggested. The snapshot approach provides means to coordinate all the participating 
routers in the traffic measurement and the data collecting procedures. It also provides a way to measure the traffic 
intensity correctly. The advantages of our approach are (i) easy to implement without a large modification of the 
routers and (ii) fast; the approach requires only a few seconds in measuring the traffic intensities of the router. 
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 Let us first define our network model. In Figure 1, a directed acyclic graph (DAG) rooted at V represents a 
network topology, and the root node V represents a victim site. The DAG is composed of routers and local area 
networks (LANs). For the simplicity of illustration, the DAG only shows the net- work components that are 
participating in transmitting and forwarding traffics to the victim site V. Let Ri be an upstream router of V and the 
DAG a map of all routers which forward traffics to V. 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Network Topology example 
 
 A LAN contains a number of end hosts which include some legitimate clients of V and possibly some 
attackers of V. The traffics sending to V generated by the clients and the attackers are forwarded by routers. For 
example, in Figure 1, router R1 serves as a gateway of LAN0 and LAN1, and these two LANs are regarded as the 
‘local administrative domain’ (or ‘domain’ in short) of R1. A router is responsible for forwarding traffics generated 
from its domain, as well as traffics generated from the domains of its ‘upstream routers’. 
  

For example, in Figure 1, routers R3, R4 and R5 are considered as the upstream routers of R1. Particularly, 
routers R3 and R4 are regarded as the ‘immediate upstream routers’ ofR1. We say that a router is a leaf router if it is 
not connected to any upstream routers, for instance, R2, R3 and R5 in Figure 1. Other routers such as R1 and R4 are 
called internal routers. In reality, a router in this model represents the border router of an ISP or an AS while the 
corresponding LAN represents the domain of the ISP/AS. Throughout this paper, we let U(Ri) be the set of upstream 
routers of Ri, U(Ri) be the set of immediate upstream routers of Ri, D(Ri) be the set of downstream routers of Ri and 
D(Ri) be the set of immediate downstream routers of Ri. 
  

In our work, we classify three types of traffics: they are the transit traffic the local traffic and the outgoing 
traffic. The transit traffic of Ri is the traffic forwarded from the immediate upstream routers of Ri while the local 
traffic of Ri represents the traffic generated from the local administrative domain of Ri. Eventually, the outgoing 
traffic of Ri is the sum of the transit traffic and the local traffic of Ri. To illustrate, let us consider the following 
example using Figure 1. Part of the traffic to V was generated in LAN5, and the packets have to pass through routers 
R5, R4 and R1 before reaching V. The traffic from LAN5 is considered as the transit traffic of router R4. On the 
other hand, the clients in LAN4 also generate traffic to V and this traffic is considered as the local traffic of R4. The 
union of these two streams of traffics generated in LAN4 and LAN5 is considered as the outgoing traffics of R4. We 
assume that each router maintains a counter which records the accumulative (for the ease of presentation, let us 
ignore the counter wraparound problem. It can be resolved by a distributed coordinated reset) volume of the 
outgoing traffic (in units of packet) towards the victim site V. 

 
 

 
3. Attack Detection Process 

 
By penetrating into a large number of machines and stealthily installing malicious pieces of code, a 

distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack constructs a hierarchical network and uses it to launch coordinated 
assaults. DDoS attacks often exhaust the network bandwidth, processing capacity and in- formation resources of 
victims, thus, leading to unavailability of computing systems services. Various defense mechanisms for the 
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detection, mitigation and/or prevention of DDoS attacks have been suggested including resource redundancy, 
traceback of attack origins, and identification of programs with suspicious behavior. Contemporary DDoS attacks 
employ sophisticated techniques including formation of hierarchical networks, one-way communication channels, 
encrypted messages, dynamic ports allocation, and source address spoofing to hide the attackers’ identities; such 
techniques make both detection and tracing of DDoS activities a challenge and render traditional DDoS defense 
mechanisms ineffective. DDoS attacks can be identified with the attack detection principle and its process as shown 
in the figure 2. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2: DDoS Flood Attack Detection 
4. Distributed Algorithm 

In this section, we study the snapshot distributed algorithm to identify and measure the local traffic of every 
router. We first define the notion of correctness for measuring the local traffic of each participating router and 
demonstrate how one can effectively achieve the required correctness.  
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5. Future Work  

The proposed approach still requires some extra features including the distributed authentication and the 
packet drop- ping calculation. In our primary approach, we allow any par- ties to register the trace back service. 
However, an attacker can exploit this vulnerability by generating arbitrary requests to the routers in order to initiate 
another level of denial of service attack. Thus, the distributed authentication among the group of participating 
routers is urgently necessary. One of the potential solutions is to adopt the group key management approach. Every 
victim site before registering the service has to verify its identity. Thus, one can stop attackers from exploiting the 
trace back approach. On the other hand, the original snapshot algorithm proposed assumes the network (or the 
channels) is reliable, i.e. without packet loss. However, in the DDoS scenarios, the packet loss rate is huge because 
the routers are usually filled up with malicious packets and is forced to drop further incoming packets. The packet 
dropping process may ruin the trace back result because the packets that are counted in the upstream routers may not 
reach the downstream routers and the victim site. A primary approach is to measure the packets dropped at each 
router’s interface and make use of the packet dropping counter to complement the equations in calculating the local 
traffic. Lastly, we believe that our proposed approach is not only providing a theoretical foundation in traffic 
measurement, but also foreseeing that our approach can become a form of network tomography. This requires 
further research in finding possible applications. 

6. Conclusion 

 In this paper, we proposed a distributed trace back methodology for DDoS attack such that a victim site can 
locate attackers who sent dominating flows of attack packets. We only need to keep track of the number of packets 
forwarded to a victim site and the number of transit packets for its entire incoming links during the recording of the 
router’s local state. By providing these two pieces of information, a victim site can accurately determine the 
intensity of a router’s local traffic. We also presented an efficient algorithm so that a victim site can accurately 
determine the bounds of the number of packets from each router which arrived during the victim’s measurement 
interval. Based on this information, the victim can determine the locations of attackers with dominating flows no 
matter the attack packets are spoofed or non-spoofed within a short measurement interval. Moreover, we discussed 
the limitations of our methodology to show the impact of DDoS in internet community.  
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